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Notice of New Process for Documents
Requiring Judicial Review
E-filing procedures for documents requiring judicial review and signature will change starting 4/23/2019.
CaseFileXpress has created a dashboard to allow judges to review and edit motions, oppositions, proposed
orders and other documents requiring judicial review and signature. Filers will no longer be required to
separately email non-write protected motions and proposed orders to a judge’s chambers.
These new procedures apply only to documents that are single filed, and not to batch filing.
These procedures also do not apply to motions, or other filed documents in matters scheduled for
hearing in the Landlord & Tenant or Small Claims courtrooms. However, these procedures do apply
to Landlord & Tenant and Small Claims motions or other filed documents in matters to be decided
by or certified to a specific judge (in other words, not scheduled for hearing in the Landlord &
Tenant or Small Claims courtrooms).
The changes in the filing process are described below:
» After logging into CaseFileXpress, click on “Submit New Filing” button to initiate a Single Filing
which will open the filing workflow as you currently do.

1.

Tab 1 remains the same.
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2.

Part of Tab 2 will remain the same, where you select the type of Motion you are filing from the
Document Type drop down menu. Then click “Choose File” button to locate the document from
your computer and click “Upload.”

a. A key change in the new process is that now you must upload the original documents
in Microsoft Word in an editable format instead of the PDF file. The CFX system will
automatically convert the filings to PDF as part of the upload process as it does currently, and
it will also retain the original editable format of the documents that requires Judge Review.
Note: The Court requires editable documents to be in Microsoft Office Word (.doc or .docx)
only.
b. As seen below, a sample Motion to Continue document and a sample Proposed Order
document are in the original Microsoft Word format instead of the PDF files. Please be sure
when you are uploading the documents, that they are in the Microsoft Word format or Pages
documents saved as Microsoft Word documents (Pages for Mac users only).

c. After you upload the Proposed Order as a supporting document in a Microsoft Word format, you
must then click “Merge All Documents” as you routinely do today.
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d. Another key change in the new Proposed Order process for a single filing is that now you must
indicate if a filing contains a Proposed Order so that it can be routed to the Judge’s Dashboard. If
you click No and the filing does have a proposed order, the Judge will not receive the proposed
order on the Judge’s Dashboard.

e. As usual, check the box to verify that the filing has been converted correctly and continue the
filing process as you do now.

3.

Tab 3 the Services and Fees and the final Tab, Confirm and Submit remain the same.

*Note: All your notifications remain the same in the new Proposed Order process.
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